
Preventing Auto Theft

The St. Louis Police Department’s Auto Theft Task Force has these suggestions for keeping your vehicles 
safe. Each one seems to cost a bit more, but any of these especially if used in combination, should make a 
difference. Some are now factory installed in newer and more expensive cars, others are available as after-
market add-ons.

1.  Common Sense that costs nothing: lock all your car doors, close all your windows, use your garage if you 
have one, park in well lighted and highly visible locations.

2.   The St. Louis City Police have H.E.A.T. stickers available. HEAT stands for Help Eliminate Auto 
Theft. The stickers are available from the police when registering your car. It is a pro-active approach to 
investigate possible auto thefts even before reported. Participating residents displaying the stickers tell an 
officer that the vehicle is not normally driven between 1 a.m. and 5 a.m. and that you are giving the police 
permission to stop the vehicle to verify ownership. When you are stopped, you can show your driver’s 
license. He will verify ownership and you can be on your way. (Displaying these stickers does not allow 
you to break other laws!)  For more information, contact the South Patrol Division at 3157 Sublette (near 
Arsenal) 314-444-0100 or the Auto Theft Unit at autotheft@slmpd.org or at 314-444-5364. 

3.  Bar locks also known as the “Club”. Use of a club on the steering wheel makes it impossible to steer 
the vehicle. Another type connects the brake pedal to the steering wheel making it impossible to use the 
brakes. Both are typically brightly painted and highly visible. A club does not mean your car will NEVER be 
stolen, but typically it will deter a thief who will move onto a car without a club that will be easier to steal.  
Car and truck clubs are available for purchase at $10 each from the South Patrol at 3157 Sublette (near 
Arsenal) or call 314-444-0169.

4.  Auto Alarms are loud and attract attention. These usually have a blinking light that lets the thief know that 
the alarm has been set.

5  An engine kill switch is typically hidden in the vehicle and you turn it on/off.  When it is “on”, it cuts power 
to the starter. The thief may break into the vehicle but will be unable to start the car. It is important that the 
kill switch be hidden so that the thief can’t find it in the car otherwise the thief will be able to flip this switch 
and still get the vehicle. This item is available as an aftermarket add-on.

6  A fuel switch is similar to the kill switch, but this stops flow from the fuel tank to the engine and the vehicle 
“runs out of gas” within a very short distance.

7  A GPS Tracking Device is installed in some car makes and models and is activated after your vehicle 
is stolen to help locate it. Many will be familiar with the “Northstar” system advertised in some brands of 
newer cars. In some cases the ignition can be disabled and the doors locked remotely with this system.
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